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The 5Es of Learning
earn

The 5Es of Learning:
Learning Engage,
ngage, Exp
Explore,
re,
Explain, Elaborate
Elaborate, Evaluate
valuate

The 5E in
instructional
ctional m
model iss ba
based on the iid
idea that
at students learn
best when
en they are
ar able
ble to
t workk out concepts
con
conc s for
fo themselves
mselves
lves over a period
per
pe
of time,
me,, through va
various learning
earning
ning activiti
activities
activ
structured
uctured
red by the tteacher.
r.
This idea
dea
ea is inform
informed byy a constructivist
onstructivist view of learning,
earning, in which
w
students buildd con
connections
ons between exis
exist
existing and
nd new knowledg
knowledge.

w

The way in which
hich Making Mat
Maths Accessible
ces ble
le incorpora
incorporates thee 5E instructional model is based upon rresearch
ch ﬁndin
ndings abou
about how students learn
maths. These
hese ﬁ
ﬁndings
ndings indi
indicate that
hat students llea
learn best when
n they have an
a
opportunity
unity to engage in explorations
lorations
rations in a h
ha
hands-on,
n, minds-on env
environ
environment
nt in which they make and
nd pose explan
explanat
explanations for
or their
eir discoveri
discoveries.

B

ro

See chap
chapter ﬁve for an in-depth
depth discussion
ssion of the 5E ins
instructional
model and a detailed 5E lesson plan on systems of linea
linear equations.
Chapte six explains how to adapt a traditional
Chapter
tional text
textbook lesson to create
highg to the 5Es of llea
high-quality instruction according
learning. Lesson plan
te
tem
templates are included as appendices.
dices.
ces.
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MAKING MATHS ACCESSIBLE TO STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

The 5E model (Trowbridge & Bybee, 1996) incorporates ﬁve stages of
learning:
Explore

Explain

Elaborate

Evaluate

Students are
engaged by
a question or
problem that
relates to the
concept they
are starting to
learn. This stage
is designed to
interest students
in the concept,
linking it with
past and present
learning, and
background
knowledge.
It stimulatess
curiosity
uriosity and
promotes
estioning,
questioning,
while connec
connecting
learning to real
fe. This
Th interests
life.
d
students
in
what is coming,
and shows the
or
purpose for
thee learning.
eachers can
Teachers
guide this
stage by aski
asking
questions to
activate students’
rior knowledge.
prior

Students
participate in
activities to
explore the
concept they are
learning about.
This stage allows
students to
engage directlyy
and actively with
cepts
key concepts
ass they inquire
andd question,
xamining ideas
examining
and information
informat
within th
the key
conc
concepts.
Stu
Students
xisting
connect existing
edge to
knowledge
ncepts
new concepts
and ideas.
Thee te
teacher
encoura
encourages,
guides and
an
observes
stude
students as
ate
they investigate
the concepts,,
directing
questioning
opriately and
appropriately
iding probi
providing
probing
questions to he
help
clarify and bu
build
understa
understanding.

The teacher
clariﬁes the
concept and
deﬁnes key
vocabulary. In this
stage, teachers
and students
com
communicate
to for
formalise
unders
understanding.
St
Students begin to
lo
logically organisee
m
information from
oration.
their exploration.
re able
They are
to communicate
their learning to
peers and their
thei
teacher. The
Th
teacher acts
as a facilitator,
of
er
offering further
ns,
explanations,
erms
clarifying terms
ncepts,
and concepts,
eloping
developing
cabulary,
vocabulary,
and giving
examples. This
T
stage is useful in
asc
ascertaining thee
learners’ grasp
nd
of key ideas and
facts thus far.

Students
elaborate and
build on their
understanding
of what they
ed
have learned
lying it to
by applying
tuations or
new situations
relatedd concepts.
At this stage
tudents are ab
students
able
to transfer an
and
eneralise their
generalise
learn
learning, thinking
abo
about how
concepts relate
to each other.r. The
Th
elaborate stage
allowss students
to expand
xpand and
extend what
they’ve learn
learned
so far and to
connect this
conn
directly with their
dire
eir
prior knowledgee
and learning,
g,
hopefully reaching
eaching
understanding.
standing.
The teacher
eacher
can
an therefore
student
verify stude
understanding
understan
fully at this stage.

Students
pate in
i
participate
vities that
activities
enable
able them and
teache
their teacher
to assess their
t
unders
understanding
wh they
of what
have learned.
The teacher
determines
whether learning
has taken
place and gives
feedback.
Evaluation should
occur throughout
the learning
process, to
ensure learnerss
vel
reach the level
erstanding
of understanding
needed at every
stage. More
formal evaluati
evaluation
b
can now be
conduct If the
conducted.
teach decides
teacher
t a student has
that
not reached the
desired level, they
simply go back to
the appropriate
stage.
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Introduction

sionals. Each chapter offers educators informed choices for an array of
understandable, doable, best-practice instructional procedures.
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We will follow four students throughout the book, with opportunities for reﬂection to increase personal awareness of both the teacher’s
role and students’ needs in the mathematics classroom, tasks to provide
interaction with the content of the book, and tips for ideas applicable to
real-world classroom situations. Reﬂections and tasks in each chapter will
actively engage readers and can be used as a self-study
professional devels
el
elopment tool or as a group book study.

The ﬁrst three chapters of Making Mathss Accessib
Accessible to Students
dents
ts With
Special Needs lay the foundation forr working
rking with st
sstudents
ts with
th special
needs in mathematics classrooms. In chapter 1, we will focus
ocuss on the ratioratio
nale for making mathematics accessible
those
ssible to all students,
nts, including th
with special needs. We willl introduce
roduce the students
s
nts we will be following
fol
g
throughout the book, whosee needs will
wil be a focus
ocus in each chapter.
c
r. In
n
chapter 2, we will look
ok at creating a supportive
rtive classroom environment,
onment,
nt,
which shows how
and
w affective supports
suppo
nd a positive classroom
cla
m environnvironment enhance learning.
Chapter 3 is designed to prov
provide teachers
earning. Chapte
eachers with a
deeper understanding
instruction
ers ding of high-quality,
hig
hi
ality effective
fective in
ion
n in the math
mathematics classroom
classroom.
Chapter
centres on providing
modifying mathhapter
pter 4 cent
centre
roviding
ding accommodations
accomm
accom
ions and modifyin
thematics for stud
students with special nee
needs. We will highlight both
foundaneed
b
undaational instructional
students
uc
strategies tha
that can bee used with all st
ts ass well
as speciﬁc needs of special learners,
learning,
learne how
ow these
hese
ese needs affect
af
earning,
ing, and
speciﬁc supplemental
strategies
address each
lemental
ental instructional
instruc
strategi
g too add
ach
ch need.
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ro

w

Chapters
pterss 5 and 6 are
ar designed
gned
ned to connect
connec the fundamental
ndamental
ental sup
supports
outlined
In chapter
ned in chapters 1 to 4 with
th real-life classrooms.
classr
hapter 5, we will
w use
a lesson
model,
teaching sequence
on developed
develope using the 5E instructional
instructi
instruct
el, a teachi
seq
phases of the
that
at meets th
the needs of studentss wit
with special
al needs.
ds. The ﬁve pha
are:
sequence ar
get them
1 Engage—The purpose is to pique
1.
ue students’ interest,
iinter
involved and connect to theirr prior knowled
knowledge.
knowledg
2. Explore—The purpose is to build understanding
by allowing
under
students to actively participate in exp
exploring the concept.

3. Explain—The purpose is to formalise students’ understanding of
the concept to this point in the lesson. Communication among
students and between the students and teacher is a key element
of the phase.
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MAKING MATHS ACCESSIBLE TO STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

Reflection 4.1
Please respond to the following questions. Write from your heart, your beliefs
and your past experience. Then compare your responses to those on page 140.
1.

What is an accommodation?
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2. What are some accommodations that are used in your classroom?
m?

The Pyramid of St
Stu
Student Needs
eeds

The model in ﬁgure
re 4.1,
.1, which sup
supports
s
response
onse to intervention
inter
(RTI)
ted from a beha
al andd literacy m
initiatives, is adapted
behavioural
model. Universal,
ffective
ective instructio
ssary to enable
enab 70 to 80 per cent
high-quality, effective
instruction is necessary
essing
ng enrolled year-level
y
of students to bee successful in accessing
mathematics.
Diagnostic,
tic, strategic in
instruction
ion—additional
additional procedures—will enable
another
her 100 to 20 per ce
ccent of students
udents to be su
successful
ul in
n accessing
ac
enrolled
year-level
ar-level mathema
mathematics. Targeted, intensive
intensiv instruction
truction
on w
will bbe requiredd to
enable
nable the ﬁnal 7 to 10 per cent of st
stu
enro
ar-level
evel
studentss to access enroll
enrolled year-level
mathematics
instru
additio
rocedures
dures
mathematics. This intensive instr
instruction includes addi
additional procedures
and addit
additional tim
time. A response to intervention
ntervention
rvention appro
approach enables
nables
les mathematics
matic teachers
hers to off
ooffer all
ll sstudents
ts high-quality, eeffectivee instruction for
their enrolled
th
olled
d year level.
leve

Ta
Targeted
T
Intensive
ve
Instruction
ruction
n

B

ro

7–10
–10 per cent
off students

Diagnostic
gnostic Strategic
Strat
Instruction
10–20 per cent
cen of students

Universal H
Univers
High-Quality Instruction
70–
70–80 per cent of students

Figure 4.1: RTI pyramid of student needs.
Source: Adapted from Friend & Bursuck (2002) and the University of Texas Center for Reading
and Language Arts/Texas Education Agency (2003).
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Table 5.1: A 5E Lesson Plan Template

Learning
Phase

Type of
Discourse

How does this phase stimulate curiosity?

Student–Student

How does this phase activate prior knowledge?

Student–Teacher

What accommodations could I include in this phase to
make learning more accessible?

Teacher–Student

Activity
Description

Facilitation
Questions
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Engage

Developmental Progression

What questions might students raise?

Explore

What concept(s) will students explore?

Student–Student

What new vocabulary will students need for this phase of
the lesson?

St
Student–Teacher

Te
Teacher–Student

What accommodations could I include in this phase to
make learning more accessible?

Explain

What connections are essential for the student to
understand?

S
nt
Student–Student

What new vocabulary is introduced inn this phase?

–Student
Teacher–Student

cher
Student–Teacher

What algorithms (computational procedures) aare
connected to the concept?

ons could I include in this phasee to
What accommodations
make learning moree accessible?

Elaborate

How is the new
ew concept applied or extended??

Stude
Student–Student

How will I encourage
urage the use of
o vocabulary?

S
Student–Teacher
acher

What
hat concept
concepts and proce
processes must students
ents understand
stan
to
o be successfu
successful with this phase of thee lesson?

Teacher–Student
–Student

ow (if at all) m
How
must the algorithmss be applied?

What
at accommodations
accomm
couldd I include in this phase to
make learning more accessible
accessible?

Evaluate

What concept(s) will I assess?

Student
Student–Student

B

ro

w

her
Student–Teacher
What additional skills must stud
his St
students have to complete this
ssfully?
phase successfully?
ent
Teacher–Student
commodations could I include
ude in this phase to
What accommodations
earning more ac
make learning
accessible?

You can also use a weeklyy checklist,
cklist, such as the one in table 5.2, to verify
that you’ve addressed each
ch of Gardner’s
Gardne intelligences
in
as discussed in
earning
ning phase.
chapter 4 in each learning

Making Mathss Accessible to Students With Special Needs examines
cs lessons. In this chapter, we will examine a lesson on
two mathematics
equa
equation
systems of linear equations
and show how its approach meets the needs
of students with special
al needs. In chapter 6, we will examine a traditional
textbook lesson and show how to adapt it.
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The 5E Instructional Model

Explore Phase
The Explore phase allows students to become directly involved with
the key concepts of the lesson through guided exploration that requires
them to probe, inquire and question.
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1. Distribute the Debrief Cards 2, and have students complete them
as in the Engage phase.

15 0 |

ACTIVIT Y SHEET

D b i f Cards
Debrief
C d 2

Who is the winner of the race? How do you
know?

Did Carrie give her mum an unfair
advantage? Why?

What are different ways of representing this
relationship?

Are these functional relationships? Why or
why not?

2. Distribute the Representation Template. D
Direct groups to ﬁll it
out and then to publish their ﬁndingss on
n post
po
poster paper to reprepreresent the relationship in as many ways as they can
can.

3. Have groups carousel to examine
minee the published
publis
publishe work.
rk. A designated member of each team
poster paper
m posts the post
er on the wall,
or other
her groups to gather
her around it. Then,
Th
leaving enough room for
each team uses sticky
ky notes
tes to add a positive
ive comment and a
question to each chart.
art. Teams ro
rotate around
round
und the room u
until they
have examined
ed all publication
publications.
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ACTIVIT Y SHEET

Representation Template

Use this template to create as many representations of the relationship between Carrie’s
location and her mother’s as you can.
Picture

Written Description

Graph

Concrete Model

Ta
Table

Equation

Facilitation
Fac
n Quest
Questions

What do
does “unfair advantage”
ntage” mean?
m
Possible average student
Possib
tudent response:
respo
Giving
g extra help that
t
a
person shouldn’t
perso
’t really get. For example,
ample, giving a professional
p
basketballll player four ssteps towards
rds the basket for a free
throw would
ld be an unfa
unfair advantage.
ge.
Possible
ble struggling student response:
e: Tha
That it’s not fair, like
playing
ying favourite
favourites.

B

ro
w

What
hat represen
representation would
ould you use tto justify that Carrie
arrie is th
the
winner?
Possible average student response:
Possi
resp
Our diagram shows
sh
Carrie’s “marker” moving
C
oving ahead of her mum’s marker.
mark It also
shows her marker ahead
d of her mum’s
m’s marker at the latest
interval.
Possible struggling student response:
esponse: My answer shows that
Carrie is the winner.
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